MEETING MINUTES

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

The Wednesday, May 11, 2011, meeting of the Associated Students Council was held at 6:00 pm, in the Price Center East Forum, Speaker Meredith Madnick presiding, and Clerk Heather Belk being present.

The roll was called.
The following voting members were present: Alyssa Wing, Meredith Madnick, Samer Naji, Kevin Hoang, Cyrus Kiani, Lerie Palmaira, Kevin Fish, Alexander Choi, Matth Bradbury, Ashton Cohen, Kirk Freem, Karen Liang, Amanda Malamud, Carlos Molina, Clinton Rodriguez, Annie Yu, Bryan Cassella, Summer Perez, Elizabeth Garcia, Leah Wong, Ceasar Feng, Meena Kaushik, Jackie Clavin, Baldeep Dhaliwal, Cody Marshall, Jasmine Omran, Ruba Akel, Jeremy Akiyama, Jacob Wisdom.
The following non-voting members were present: Leendar Bobbitt, Jonathan Chung, Pauline Nuth, Meggie Le, Arohi Sharma, Jesse Rosales, Carli Thomas, Jillian Wolter, Kristina Pham, Kristian Castro.
The following voting members were not present but excused: Brian Wong.

Meredith Madnick, as presiding A.S. speaker called for the nomination of the 2011-2012 A.S. Speaker.

Kristian Castro nominated Parminder Sandu.

Parminder Sandhu accepted the nomination.

Karen Liang nominated Ryan O’Rear.

Ryan O’Rear accepted the nomination.

Jackie Clavin nominated Leonard Bobbitt.

Leonard Bobbitt accepted the nomination.

Alyssa Wing moved to close the ASUCSD meeting.

Motion approved.

Alyssa Wing moved to reopen the ASUCSD meeting.

Motion approved.

Ryan O’Rear was elected as the ASUCSD Speaker, for the 2011-2012 academic year.

A Special Presentation was given by representatives of the Student Sustainability Collective.

Kevin Hoang, reporting on behalf of the finance committee, moved to approve Allocation of $179.71 from student org. programming to Multicultural Greek Council to cover emergency security at the All Campus Dance Part II.

Motion approved.
Kevin Hoang, reporting on behalf of the finance committee, moved to table allocation of $2701.05 from Student Org Programming Unallocated to Counseling and Psychological Services Peer Education Program for National Depression Screening Day 2011 to take place 10/13/11, which was approved.

Kevin Hoang, reporting on behalf of the finance committee, moved to approve allocation of $500.00 from Student Org Operating Unallocated to Color of Healing, The for Operating/Travel 2010-11, allocation of $500.00 from Student Org Operating Unallocated to Hip Hop Club for Operating/Travel 2010-11, allocation of $401.33 from Student Org Operating Unallocated to Isa Magazine for Operating/Travel 2010-11, allocation of $500.00 from Student Org Operating Unallocated to Judo Club for Operating/Travel 2010-11, allocation of $277.20 from Student Org Operating Unallocated to Judo Club for Operating/Travel 2010-11, allocation of $500.00 from Student Org Operating Unallocated to Pre-Student Osteopathic Medical Association for Operating/Travel 2010-11, which was approved.

Kevin Hoang, reporting on behalf of the finance committee, moved to approve allocation of $370.00 from Student Org Operating Unallocated to Prospect - The Journal of International Affairs at UCSD for Operating/Travel 2010-11, allocation of $400.00 from Student Org Operating Unallocated to Taiwanese American Student Association for Operating/Travel 2010-11, and allocation of $384.00 from Student Org Operating Unallocated to University Health Champions for Operating/Travel 2010-11, which were approved.

Meredith Madnick, reporting on behalf of the campus affairs committee, moved to approve Appointment of Maureen Abugan as Director of Internal Affairs effective immediately until appointment of successor, appointment of Helen Leung as Director of Financial Affairs effective immediately until appointment of successor, appointment of Lalli Flores as ASP Co-Cordinator effective immediately until appointment of successor, and appointment of Howard Li as SIAPS Co-Coordinator effective immediately until appointment of successor, which were approved.

Kevin Hoang moved to allow the following legislation be added as new business: Approval of Underwrite Agreement with Nikkei Student Union for $5,500.00 (See Attachment 1).

Motion approved.

Carli Thomas moved to approve Underwrite Agreement with Nikkei Student Union for $5,500.00 (See Attachment 1).

Arohi Sharma objected.

Roll Call Vote was as Follows: Alyssa Wing, yes; Meredith Madnick, yes; Samer Naji, yes; Kevin Hoang, yes; Cyrus Kiani, yes; Lerie Palmaira, yes; Kevin Fish, yes; Alexander Choi, yes; Matth Bradbury, yes; Ashton Cohen, yes; Kirk Freem, yes; Karen Liang, yes; Amanda Malamud, yes; Carlos Molina, yes; Clinton Rodriguez, yes; Annie Yu, yes; Bryan Cassella, yes; Summer Perez, no; Elizabeth Garcia, yes; Leah Wong, yes; Ceasar Feng, yes; Meena Kaushik, yes; Jackie Clavin, yes; Baldeep Dhaliwal, yes; Cody Marshall, yes; Jasmine Omran, yes; Ruba Akel, yes; Jeremy Akiyama, yes; Jacob Wisdom, yes. Motion approved.

The roll was called.
The following voting members were present: Alyssa Wing, Meredith Madnick, Samer Naji, Kevin Hoang, Cyrus Kiani, Lerie Palmaira, Kevin Fish, Alexander Choi, Matth Bradbury, Ashton Cohen, Kirk...
The following non-voting members were present: Leanard Bobbitt, Jonathan Chung, Pauline Nuth, Meggie Le, Arohi Sharma, Jesse Rosales, Carli Thomas, Jillian Wolter, Kristina Pham, Kristian Castro. The following voting members were not present but excused: Brian Wong.

The meeting adjourned at 8:30pm.

Heather Belk, Clerk
Alyssa Wing, President